Wipro’s Automation
Platform ‘Talosafe’
Talosafe reduces the time for case
intake, validation and entire case
processing by 45% operational saving,
ensuring clinical and compliance
corrections of the cases

Wipro’s PV automation service platform,
‘TaloSafe’ helps you achieve complete,
accurate and compliant case output through
a global hyper automation driven model. Our
solution includes intelligent automation
driven by RPA, artificial intelligence,
proprietary workflow engine, and operations
management systems that enable you to
customize and track processes, monitor
metrics, and extract qualitative reports
to the project specifications.

Wipro’s Pharmacovigilance Operation
Services balance innovation and risk,
while providing the fastest case
processing and the highest quality.

Wipro’s pharmacovigilance (PV) operational
services balance innovation and risk, while
providing the fastest case processing with
highest quality output
Includes AI based intelligent digital
case processor
Interprets unstructured free text
and most ADR forms
Has multiple case intake channels with
cognitive bots along with final data on
safety tools
Provides operational and
performance insights
Provides trend analysis for end-to-end
case processing workflows
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Key Benefits

Features

 Alleviate the bandwidth of customers’
existing staff on standard PV
operations and implementation process

 Unstructured information interpretation
with clinical context

 Harness a flexible and easy to scale
outsourced SLA driven,
service-oriented model
 Enable the quality and efficiency of
PV operations to deliver up to
40% savings in a secure,
proficient manner
 Achieve risk-free seamless
implementation of the new safety
solution with upto 50% improvement in
operational efficiencies

 Causality & other relationships inferencing
require extensive clinical and
process knowledge
 Updates additional information from the
source document
 Registers a new case reporting the adverse
event into the database
 Causality assessment and evaluation from
medical reviewers are built into the cognitive
engine to refine and increase the
confidence level

Built with decade long experience
and in-depth understanding of each
workflow and activities involved in
ICSR management
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE: 507685,
NSE: WIPRO) is a leading global
information technology, consulting and
business process services company.
We harness the power of cognitive
computing, hyper-automation,
robotics, cloud, analytics and emerging
technologies to help our clients adapt
to the digital world and make them
successful. A company recognized
globally for its comprehensive portfolio

of services, strong commitment to
sustainability and good corporate
citizenship, we have over 180,000
dedicated employees serving clients
across six continents. Together we
discover ideas and connect the dots to
build a better and a bold new future.

For more information, please write to us
at info@wipro.com
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